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ABSTRACT 

The generation of energy with the help of renewable energy sources is becoming very popular. In the context of 

RES, the addition of many renewable energy sources such as wind power, PV system, biomass hybrid power 

system has gained importance due to condition for minimization of the variability and availability of input 

energy at very low cost. Now-a-days, advancement in the system control have reduced the rate of investment in 

renewable energy sources and maximization of extracted power is possible. This helps us to better management 

of energy with reduced cost. This paper presents a hybrid power system (PV system, wind system with MPPT 

techniques) to supply a variable load with the help of PWM inverter and a simulation model of the same is 

present in Simulink MATLAB. 

Keywords: RES SYSTEM, PV ARRAY, BOOST CONVERTER. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The generation of energy with the help of renewable energy sources is becoming very popular due to 

environment concerns. The demand of energy is increasing day by day. With the increasing environmental 

concerns and dwindling fossil fuels reserves there has been an exponential decrease in the price of solar module 

making them promising source of electricity generation. Among all the available renewable sources, solar 

energy is expected to obtain the largest portion in the upcoming future because of its numerous advantages like 

environment friendly, abundance etc. Lately, there has been an increasing trend to look for hybrid power 

systems as a way to avoid high investment in public grid connections, it also reduces the energy bill 

considerably and improves the overall transmission and distribution capacity [1,2]. 

Historically, diesel generators were used as an alternative but due to rising price of fuels and transportation 

difficulties of diesel, these diesel generators are now replaced by batteries as a way to make systems with energy 

storage in order to improve the overall stability and reliability of the system. However, the hybrid system several 

components are integrated such as wind power, solar power, biomass energy, hydro energy, tidal energy which 
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in turn increase the overall complexity of the system but with the help of hybrid system the all over cost of the 

electricalenergy can be reduced. Block diagram of hybrid model is presented in fig.1 

There are too many advantages of hybrid system it is easy to install and maintain. Wind-Solar hybrid system 

cover all application like off grid, on grid, rural electrification, telecom, water purification and water pumping 

and many more. 

 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of hybrid system 

The objective of this work is to develop a wind-solar hybrid system in a view to improve the reliability on the 

energy being delivered. Here in this paper a prototype of hybrid power system has been made with 4 kW wind 

generator, a 3 kW PV panel, a 500W grid connected inverter [2]. The above described system has been designed 

and simulated in MATLAB Simulink environment.  

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II describes about the PV system with MPPT algorithm. In 

Section III, Wind system has been described. Section IV described about boost converter. Section V details 

about PWM inverter. In section VI simulation results is shown, in section VII conclusion and future scope of 

work is observed. 

II. PV SYSTEM  

A photovoltaic system is a power system. It converts solar radiations into electricity. A PV system consists of 

many PV module in which many PV cells are wired in parallel to increase current and in series to increase 

voltages. A PV cell made up of thin semiconductor wafer, generally highly purified silicon. The most commonly 

used block in PV cell is one diode equivalent circuit as presented in fig. 2 
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Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit model of PV cell with one diode 

The relationship between output voltage (V) and the input voltage (I) are:   

 

where I is the load current(A), Io is the saturation current(A), IL is the Light Current(A), V is the output 

voltage(V), Rs is the series resistance(Ohms), Rsh is the shunt resistance(Ohms) [10].PV module has I-V 

characteristic which is depends on various factors such as Short Circuit Current (output current of solar cell 

when the external circuit is shorted), Open Circuit Voltage (output voltage of solar cell when the external circuit 

is open), Fill Factor (the ratio of maximum power and the product of short circuit current and open circuit 

voltage). The simulation diagram of PV array and the I-V curve of PV array is presented in fig.3 and fig.4 

respectively. 

Fig. 3 Simulation diagram of PV array 
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Fig. 4 I-V characteristic of PV Array 

III. MPPT 

The most common technique used in the MPPT controller is Perturb and Observe (also known as P&O) 

technique. It is one of the type of hill climbing method. This based on perturbing the voltage in small steps and 

observing the power [11]. 

This algorithm is operating on varying the duty cycle of the buck converter, thus varying the output voltage of 

PV array and observing the resulting power to increase and decrease the duty cycle in the next cycle. If power 

increase by increasing the duty cycle the direction of perturbation signal is same as the previous cycle and if 

perturbation produces a decrease of power then the direction of perturbation signal is opposite from the previous 

cycle. The flowchart of P&O is presented in fig.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Flowchart of Perturb and Observe Algorithm 
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P&O algorithm has too many advantages like simple as compared to other MPPT techniques.Other techniques 

of MPP (fuzzy logic control, neural network, fractional open circuit voltage, fractional open circuit current, 

current sweepetc.) yields a local maximum and give an approximated MPP, not the exact one.It is used because 

of ease of implementation and good performance. It is easy to understand. The P-V curve of photovoltaic array  

is presented in fig. 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 P-V curve of PV Array 

IV. WIND SYSTEM 

Wind energy system convert the kinetic energy of wind into electrical energy. In this model the wind system 

consists of a small turbine coupled to a multipole permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) with diode 

bridge rectifier. 

The equation related to wind power extractions are: 

 

 

 

where rho [kg/m
3
] is the air density, A[m

2
] the area of the turbine blades, v [m/s] the wind speed and Cp the 

performance coefficient of the rotor. The coefficient Cp is a function of the pitch angle of the blades and the tip 

speed ratio, J [kg.m
2
] is the moment of interia, Tm [N.m] the mechanical torque and Te the electromechanical 

torque from the generator[2]. 

The output of the wind system is connected to the PWM inverter through DC-DC boost converter whose duty 

cycle is determined by a perturb and observe (also called P&O) algorithm. The boost converter also increase the 

output voltage of wind system. 
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As a wind generator is a variable speed system and the output is voltage and frequency variable. For the 

decoupling of those state variables is done by full bridge diode rectifier. The full bridge diode rectifier is used to 

obtaine DC output voltage from the generator.The simulation diagram of wind turbine and wind turbine with 

PMSG are presented in fig. 7 and fig. 8 respectively. 

Fig. 7 Simulation diagram of wind turbine 

Fig. 8 Simulation diagram of wind turbine with PMSG generator and diode bridge rectifier. 

The curve between output power and speed is presented in fig. 9. In this maximum power point tracking (P&O) 

algorithm is used. 
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Fig. 9 Output power and speed characteristic of wind turbine 

V. BOOST CONVERTER 

Boost converter (also called step up converter) is used to increase the DC output voltage and decrease the output 

current. 

Equations related to output voltage and output current are: 

 

 

 

where Vo is the output voltage (V), Vi  is input voltage(V), Io is the output current(A), Ii is the input current and 

D is duty cycle. 

In this hybrid model boost converter with IGBT is used. Both PV system and wind system output voltage are 

increased by boost converter. The main advantage of boost converter is its output voltage is positive easy to 

control. The input current is continuous which is very desirable for sources like PV, wind and battery. Circuit 

diagram and simulation diagram as presented in fig. 10 and fig. 11 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Circuit diagram of Boost Converter 
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Boost converter (also called step up converter) is used to increase the DC output voltage and decrease the output 

current.Simulation diagram of boost converter with PV array is  presented in fig 11. where input voltage of 

boost converter is the output of PV array  voltage or wind turbine voltage. Boost converter step up the output 

voltage of PV and wind. 

 

Fig. 11 Simulation diagram of boost converter 

VI. PWM INVERTER  

Pulse Width Modulation (also called PWM) inverter is used to give steady state output voltage irrespective to 

the load. In a standard inverter without the PWM technology, the output of voltage changes according to the 

power consumption of the load. The PWM converter corrects the output voltage according to the value of the 

load by changing the width of the switching frequency. The AC voltage from the inverter changes depending on 

the width of   the    switching pulse. For this effect,the PWM inverter has a controller IC which takes a part of 

output through a feedback loop [12].  

The controller makes corrections in the pulse width of the switching pulse based on the feedback voltage. This 

will cancel the changes in the output voltage and the inverter will give a steady output voltage irrespective of the 

load characteristics. The increase in value of current before and after PWM is presented in fig. 12. The current is 

increase after PWM inverter. The PWM inverter’s output is connected to the parallel RL and RC circuit which 

are further connected to the voltage measurement. 

 

Fig. 12 Increase in value of current before and after the PWM inverter 
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The hybrid model of Wind-PV system is shown in fig. 12. The PV system, wind system and battery all of three 

are connected in parallel. PWM inverter converts the DC voltage and DC current into AC voltage and AC 

current respectively. To reduce the harmonics, parallel RL and parallel RC circuit is used. They are connected to 

the PWM inverter from one side and three phase measurements from another side. Voltage measurement gives 

the three phase AC voltage and AC current. The simulation diagram of hybrid system is presented in fig. 13 and 

the output waveform of AC voltage and AC current is presented in fig. 14 and fig.15 respectively. 

Fig. 13 Simulation diagram of hybrid system 

Fig. 14 Output waveform of AC voltage 

Fig. 15 Output waveform of AC current 
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The use of hybrid system allows a more controllable produce power. The main advantage of hybrid system is 

that, even in the absence of one of the renewable source the power can be delivered by the other source. The 

main advantage of MPPT is to increase the economic value of energy gathered by the system. The output 

waveform of hybrid solar and wind system is shown. Instead of, P&O algorithm incremental conductance 

method can be used in future. Also, DFIG is used instead of PMSG with the wind turbine model. By adding the 

PV cell in series and parallel in the PV module voltage and current can be increased. 
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